Celebrating
50 Years of Laupus Library

By the Numbers 2018-2019

Checkouts from the largest anatomical model collection among health sciences libraries in North Carolina

22,374 Reservations
- Study rooms
- Computer classrooms
- Meeting rooms
- Event spaces

3,432 Equipment loan checkouts
- Cameras
- Laptops
- Tripods
- Projectors
- Laptop chargers
- Headphones
- iPads

165,418 Highest recorded visitor count

10,022 Reference transactions
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70% Increase in systematic review requests since 2017-18

“Our collaboration with the systematic review service provided information critical to the Food and Drug Administration’s regulation of vaping (or e-cigarette) retailers. Our systematic review, which is published in Tobacco Control, was only possible with the expertise and collaboration of a Laupus librarian. This service is indispensable given the ever growing volume of scientific literature and the need to leverage high-quality scientific evidence to improve the health of the public.”

-Dr. Joseph G. Lee, assistant professor
Department of Health Education & Promotion
College of Health & Human Performance

464 = 516
Educational sessions provided to faculty, staff and students

516
Program hours

23 Counties served by Eastern AHEC and Laupus Outreach

3,986 InterLibrary loans filled

3,585 History Collections books
100 years and older

845,157 Full text articles downloaded

39,766 Uses of research guides

The Country Doctor Museum is the oldest museum in the United States devoted to rural health care history.